The following resources and trainings are recommended to assist people experienced with the UDS Report and data. In addition to those listed below, there are several other resources available to assist you in UDS reporting. Please visit the UDS Training Website or HRSA’s Health Center Data & Reporting page to view all available resources.

**GENERAL RESOURCES**

» Interested in approved changes for 2020 UDS reporting due on February 15, 2021? View the [2020 UDS Reporting Changes webinar](#).

» Looking for written guidance on the annual Uniform Data System (UDS) reporting requirements for health centers in the Health Center Program? Access the [2020 UDS Reporting Instructions](#).

» Need clarification on key terms used for UDS table reporting, changes from the prior year, helpful hints for completing UDS tables, and cross table considerations? Check out [Quick Fact Sheets](#) available for each table.

» Interested in expert input through email or phone on UDS content, definitions, or use of UDS data? Contact the UDS Support Line at 1-866-837-4357 or [udshelp330@bphcdata.net](mailto:udshelp330@bphcdata.net) (available 8:30 - 5:00 PM EST Monday - Friday).

» Not sure which support line to call with your question? Check out our [Support Center Information guide](#) to contact the right center.

» Want to log into the Preliminary Reporting Environment (before Jan. 1)? Access it via the EHB system [here](#).

» Want to log into the EHBs? Access the system [here](#).

» Looking for guidance on COVID-19 UDS reporting requirements? Visit the [COVID-19 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) website](#).

**ADVANCED VISIT RESOURCES**

» Need clarification on reporting nurse visits? Check out the [Nurse Visits for UDS Reporting handout](#).

» Looking guidance on reporting virtual visits? Check out the [Virtual Visits handout](#).

» Interested in learning more about reporting visits on the Table 5 Selected Service Detail Addendum? Check out the [Mental Health and Substance Use Disorder Services Detail Addendum Guidance handout](#).
ADVANCED CLINICAL RESOURCES

» Need guidance on Tables 6A, 6B, and 7 reporting? Check out our 2020 Clinical Tables webinar series.

» Looking for detailed information on Table 6B and Table 7’s Clinical Measures, including changes from the prior year and reporting tips? Review the Clinical Measures handout.

» Looking for detailed code changes on Table 6A from the prior year? View the Table 6A Code Changes handout.

» Looking for relevant ICD and CPT codes to identify patients for the non-eCQM associated HIV and PrEP measures? View Helpful codes for HIV and PrEP.

» Interested in learning more about telehealth impacts on clinical quality measures? Review the Telehealth Impact on 2020 UDS crosswalk for more details.

ADVANCED FINANCIAL RESOURCES

» Need guidance on Tables 8A, 9D, and 9E reporting? Check out our 2020 Financial Tables webinar series.

» Looking for common issues in the reporting of UDS financial tables? View our Financial Tables handout.

» Interested in learning more about reporting donations on the UDS? View our Donations handout for guidance.

ADVANCED ADMINISTRATIVE RESOURCES

» Looking to improve your submission process? View the Strategies for Successful Reporting webinar.

» Wondering how to complete your UDS Report more efficiently and accurately? Watch these short videos to learn how to resolve edits and practice reporting using the PRE.

» Looking for an explanation of the calculation formulae used for statistics present in standard UDS reports available through the EHBs? View the Formula Reference Guide and UDS CY 2019 Performance Indicators by State.

» Interested in a snapshot of overall health center program performance for the year? View the At-a-glance worksheets for program statistics.

» Interested in viewing health center services areas? Access the UDS Mapper.